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I've heard it said that the whole world sings
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It used to be just Coke, but now it's everything
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My washer croons a little tune
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That sounds a lot like Fly Me To The Moon
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And my dryer's not hip-hop, it's put K-Pop

My fridge tells me when it's not cold
And my stove informs, that it's getting old
Even my vac has its own song
So cute I find myself humming along
Which makes me wonder, just where I went wrong
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Don't know why I can't forgive and forget
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It seems to be a skill that I've not learned yet
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I'd really wanted her to leave
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As each tiny flaw became a pet peeve
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But now I sit here alone and grieve.

I try to write a song to show how I feel
But all the melodies I'd have to steal
Cuz I've become entrapped by the sounds
Of all the gadgets that surround me
And my creativity needs to be unbound
I wish I could forgive and forget
It seems to be a skill that I've not learned yet
That's why she told me she had to leave
She couldn't live without a reprieve
And so I sit here along and grieve.
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I never thought a time would come along
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When I'd be so lonely I'd enjoy the songs
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Of smart machines that are devoid of soul
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Pathetic copies of rock and roll
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I could call her and say I was wrong
And if she'd come back I'd be sure to respond
With love above and beyond.
Maybe I can learn to forgive and forget
I think I need this skill that I don't have yet
Rather than stay here alone and just mope
Always feeling like a big dope
I sense there's a glimmer of hope.
If I can learn to forgive and forget..

